Upper respiratory illness (URI) is common in military populations. The prevalence, cost, and antecedents of URI cannot be accurately estimated without considering infections which can affect performance but do not lead to seeking medical care.
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INTRODUCTION
Upper respiratory infections are a common health problem in the military. Typically, the occurrence of such infections is assessed by data concerning hospitalization or outpatient treatment. However, many people do not seek medical care, even when respiratory infections significantly restrict their activities (e.g. National Center for Health Statistics, 1983 Statistics, , 1986 ).
Estimates derived from medical care records, therefore, can significantly underestimate the substantial costs associated with URI (Harlan, Murt, Thomas, Lepkowski, Guire, Berki. & Landis, 1986) . A simple method of achieving more complete surveillance of upper respiratory infections in military populations is desirable to obtain more meaningful estimates of the costs of URI in these populations. This paper describes the development of a respiratory symptcm report measure suitable for surveillance of upper respiratory infections in general military populations.
Symptom reports have been used to assess upper respiratory infections in experimental and epidemiological studies (Gwaltney, Hendley, Simon & Jordan, 1967; Jackson, Dowling, Spiesman & Boand, 1958; Beare & Reed, 1977; Monto, Napier & Metzner, 1971) .
Symptom reports are easily obtained, inexpensive, and correlate with viral shedding (Forsyth, Bloom, Johnson & Chanock, 1963; Totman, Kiff, Reed & Craig, 1980) and clinical URI evaluations (Roden, 1958 , Totman, Reed & Craig, 1977 . Although these previously reported correlations illustrate the validity of symptom reports, such reports undoubtedly are imperfect indicators of pathological processes.
For this reason, the acronym "URI" will refer to "upper respiratory illness" in the remainder of this paper to distinguish illness, the subjective assessment of well-being, from disease, the presence of pathological conditions that are one determinant of illness.
Available URI measures may not be suitable for military personnel who frequently perform heavy physical work under extreme environmental conditions while separated from their families and living and working in crowded conditions. These factors, which are not typical of the general United States population, may produce trauma, musculoskeletal injury, and psychological distress. As a result, some symptoms commonly included in URI (Forsyth, et al., 1963) , antibody responses (Arlander, Pierce, Edwards, Peckinpaugh & Miller, 1965; Lytle & McNamara, 1967) and serum immunoglobulins (Lytle, Rytel & Edwards, 1966; Vickers, Hervig, Edwards & Rahe, in preparation) . Unfortunately, the number of symptoms evaluated and the weights assigned to specific symptoms has varied in these studies. Also, no attempt has been made to evaluate the impact of other illnesses or general symptom reporting tendencies on these symptom measures.
The result is that there is no accepted standard assessment for URI in military personnel. With these points in mind, the objectives for the present study were:
(a) Identify symptoms suitable for measuring URI in a military population facing significant physical and psychological stresses. 
Sample
Health data were collected from four samples of Navy recruits who gave informed consent when asked to participate in studies to identify predictors of URI (Table 1) . Recruit training was the setting for study, because URIs occur frequently and because recruits face significant physical and psychological stresses. Analysis of variance indicated significant sample differences in age (p < .001), despite the small absolute magnitude of the differences. Chi-square analyses indicated significant sample differences in racial composition (p < .002) and educational level (p < .001). Loglinear analysis (Brown, 1983) indicated that the significant chi-squares were attributable largely to the low proportion of Whites and the high proportion of recruits without diplomas in Sample A. Given the heterogeneity of the samples, tests of the homogeneity of findings across samples were included in all analyses to determine whether the sample differences influenced study results. Forty-five symptoms were included in the assessment of health status.
Of these, 39 were symptoms which had been identified as potential URI indicators from prior reports of experimentally-induced viral infections, epidemiological studies of URI, and clinical descriptions of URI syndromes (Anderson, Patriarca, Hierholzer & Noble, 1983; Dingle, Badger & Jordan, 1964; Dowling & Lefkowitz, 1963; Forsyth, et al., 1963; Gwaltney, et al., 1967; Jackson, et al., 1958; Jackson & Muldoon, 1973) . Items concerning symptoms of skin irritation, sunburn, blisters, and constipation were added to assess the general tendency to report minor health problems. A similar composite was a weak URI correlate, buit a strong correlate of hypochondriacal tendencies in a previous study (Vickers, Hervig & Edwards, 1986) .
If this prior finding could be replicated, it would rule out general symptom reporting tendencies as a factor affecting URI reports. The remaining two symptoms concerned muscle aches and muscle cramps, common musculoskeletal problems in basic training.
The health status assessment also included four items corresponding to Verbrugge's (1986) concept of an attributed cause of symptoms. These items asked about perceptions of four general illness syndromes. the common cold, the flu, musculoskeletal injury, and allergy. The common cold was included, becauze this attribution can help distinguish acute URI from chronic respiratory symptomatology (Jackson, et al., 1958) . The flu attribution was included to determine whether many URI symptoms occurred among people who described their general illrs as flu rather than a cold. The allergy attribution made it possible to follow the clinical practice of ruling out allergy as a source of URI symptoms before diagnosing an illness as a cold (Lowenstein & Parrino, 1987) . The musculoskeletal item represented the most frequent non-URI illness in basic training. Evaluating the effect of this health problem on URI provided a check on a potentially significant source of contamination if other illnesses influence URI reports.
Data Collection
Symptom checklists were completed at seven data collection sessions.
These sessions were conducted 4, 12, 19, 26, 37, 46 , and 53 days after beginning training for approximately 50% of the participants. The sessions were conducted two days later for the remaining participants because a weekend intervened between the start of the study and the fourth day of 'Je Only. Recruits who claimed more than one health problem (e.g., cold and muscle strain) or who reported an allergic reaction, but no other illness, were excluded. These exclusions were judged reasonable, because the source of reported symptoms would be ambiguous whenever multiple health problems were present.
Sixteen (four days for four samples) one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were performed for each symptom. These analyses compared the three groups for sessions 1 through 4 for each sample. Group classification for each ANOVA was based on illness attributions for that session.
The general criterion for evaluating symptoms was that the URI group should consistently score significantly higher than the other two groups.
Any symptom satisfying this general criterion must produce a consistent pattern ot group differences. How vell each symptom met this minimum requirement was evaluated by ranking the mean scores for the three groups for each of the 16 analyses. Kendall's coefficient of concordance, W (Hays, 1963, pp. 656-658) , then was computed for the set of 16 rankings. Sixteen symptoms which produced coefficients less than .500 were excluded from further consideration. The ordering of group means could be consistent even if the differences between groups were too small to be of value in distinguishing between groups. The F-tests from the ANOVAs provided a basis for evaluating the size of the group differences, because this statistic compares observed variation in group means to the estimated variation that would be expected by chance. The associated significance test determines whether the group differences are large enough that they cannot reasonably be attributed to chance. Nine of the 29 symptoms which produced stable rank orders of group means produce statistically significant (p < .05) differences in fewer than 9 of the 16 analyses (Table 2 ) and were dropped from further consideration.
It was anticipated that several symptoms would be more prevalent in the musculoskeletal group than the URI group, so the symptom scores for the musculoskeletal group were compared to those of the URI group. These comparisons produced 16 t-tests for each of the 20 symptoms remaining at this point in the analysis. The method of adding t-tests (Rosenthal, 1978) was used to combine the findings from the 16 analyses into an overall evaluation (Table 2) . Six symptoms produced average t-scores less than zero, indicating higher overall scores in the musculoskeletal group. Two additional symptoms, "chills" and "headache", were eliminated from further consideration even though they were more pronounced in the URI group.
This deletion was based on the observation that the typical differentiation between groups for these symptoms (z < 3.20) was substantially less than that of the remaining 12 symptoms (z > 5.61).
Screen for Redundant Symptoms. Symptoms forming a clinical syndrome should be correlated but not so highly correlated that it could be inferred that any two items measure a single symptom. Including multiple items for a symptom would give this symptom undue weight in measuring URIs. Therefore.
correlations between the remaining 12 symptoms were examined for the data for sessions I through 4. One item was eliminated from any pair that produced more than one correlation exceeding r = .60. prowided the correlations exceeding this cutoff were nn' ohtained in a single sample.
Symptom pairs exceeding the criterion were sputum and productive cough (r > .60 14 times, median r = .70), sore throat and burning throat (r > .60 8 times, median r = .60), sore throat and scratchy throat (r > .60 twice, median r = .53), burning throat and scratchy throat (r > .60 7 times, median r = .59), and runny nose and stuffed-up nose (r > .60 10 times, median r = .62).
Productive cough, sore throat, and stuffed-up nose were retained for the URI measure. Productive cough was selected in preference to sputum, because it is a less technical term. Sore throat was selected in preference to scratchy throat and burning throat, because it produced better discrimination between the URI and musculoskeletal groups (Table 2 ) and has been more frequently used as a URI indicator than either of the alternative symptoms in prior research. Stuffed-up nose was selected in preference to runny nose, because recruits undergo a gas chamber exercise during training.
This exercise produces extensive mucous flow, so including runny nose would artificially increase URI scores at that point in training.
The deletions clearly eliminated items with exceptionally high correlations as only 3 of the 436 correlations between the eight remaining symptoms were as large as .60.
Psychometric Evaluation
Dichotomy or Continuum? Common experience suggests that URIs vary with regard to number and severity of symptoms. Despite this common experience, symptom reports often are used simply to classify people into categories of healthy and ill, rather than to determine differences in location on a continuum of illness severity. Meehl's (1973) MAXCOV test for discrete classes, therefore, was applied to the symptom reports as a preliminary to forming a symptom composite to assess URI. The results, summarized in Appendix A. indicated that the URT reports should be scored to represent locations on a continuum of disease severity rather than to assign respondents to a dichotomous classification. All subsequent analyses assumed the existence of a continuum of illness severity.
Dimensionality of the URI Symptoms. Even if symptom reports define locations on a continuous severity of illness dimension, symptoms could occur in unique combinations that defined distinct illness syndromes. If so, URI symptoms could be classified into subse-vith higher correlationl within subsets than between subsets. Piinciplc factors analyses (cf.. Gorsuch, 1984) were conducted to test for this possibility, because this procedure would produce evidence for multiple factors if the pattern of correlations expected with multiple syndromes were present in the data.
The first factor was large in each of the 16 factor analyses (4 days for four samples) with a median proportion of variance explained of 50.3%.
No analysis produced mathematical evidence for more than one factor (i.e., more than one eigenvalue > 1.00). Each symptom was strongly related to the first factor, as indicated by average factor loadings well above the .30
criterion frequently used to define significant markers for factors ( Table   3 ). The small standard deviations for the factor loadings across analyses showed that the average loadings were not obtained by combining some extremely high loadings with other relatively low loadings. The small variance also implied that sample differences were minor. Thus, the items defined a single syndrome, and all of the symptoms were pertinent to that syndrome. An ideal URI measure would assess individual differences in illness severity with high precision at a given point in time but would have moderate stability across time. Moderate cross-time stability is predicted from evidence that URIs typically last three weeks or less (Roden, 1963 ). An ideal URI measure also would be unaffected by individual differences in willingness to report symptoms, because greater effects of general symptom reporting Imply less precise assessment of the specific illness of interest. Low specificity implies increased risk that empirical associations between the URI composite and other variables would reflect associations to general symptom reporting, rather than a true association to URI. Appendix B describes the measure of general symptom reporting used in these analyses.
Heise's (1969) procedure for estimating measurement precision and temporal stability was applied to estimate these psychometric aspects of the URI and General Symptom measures. This procedure provided estimates of both aspects of measurement and could be applied to general symptom reporting.
Alternative procedures based on internal consistency criteria (e.g.,
Cronbach's alpha) were logically inappropriate for the latter variable. The reliability estimates from Heise's (1969) procedure were used to correct URI-General Symptom correlations for attenuation by measurement error (Nunnally, 1978, pp. 219-220) . Without this correction, scales with poorer reliability might be regarded as less contaminated, merely because lower reliability reduced their observed correlation to general symptom reporting.
Two scoring methods were employed to create symptom composites for these analyses. The first composite (hereafter URI Severity) averaged the reported severity for the 8 URI symptoms. The second composite (hereafter, URI Symptoms) recoded the raw data to indicate merely whether the symptom was present or absent, then counted the number of symptoms reported. This comparison was made to determine the effects, if any, of stylistic differences between individuals with regard to the use of the severity rating scale on the resulting URI reports.
Data from the initial session were excluded from these analyses, because scores for that session were atypical with regard to the temporal stability of the scales (Appendix B). Including data from these sessions would have biased the analysis results, hcwiausp this deviance would aftect all of the coefficients to be estimated. 
NOTE:
Table entries are averaged correlations for Samples A-D computed using Fisher's r-to-z transformation (Hays, 1963, p. 529-533) . See Appendix C for analysis details.
The first two columns of Table 4 The difference in the estimated coefficients for data from early and late sessions was notable. This difference may be related to the fact that the rate of infections is much higher early in basic training (Edwards & Rosenbaum, 1971 (Cohen, 1978) .
Stepwise multiple regressions entered "cold" first, then "allergy", then "muscle strain", and, finally, the four interaction terms as a group.
Applying this approach to the data from sessions 2 through 4 for each study showed:
(a) The four interaction terms combined explained an average of 0.8%
(range = 0.2% -2.4%) of the URI variance.
(b) The "Allergy" main effect explained an average of 5.8% (range = 3.3% -9.7%) of the URI variance. The increment in variance explained was highly significant (p < .001) in all 12 analyses.
(c) The "Muscle Strain" main effect explained an average of 4.5%
(range = 1.8% -6.7%) of the URI variance. The increment in variance explained was highly significant (p < .001) in all 12
analyses.
(d) Analyses of covariance with the "allergy" dichotomy as the group classification variable and "cold" as a covariate showed that, on the average, the reported URI score was 0.49 points higher if the recruit reported an allergy than if he did not. A similar analysis with "cold" and "allergy" as covariates showed that the average URI score was 0.29 points higher if a recruit reported a "muscle strain" than if he did not.
Adjusted URI Severity scores were created by reducing the URI severity score by 0.49 points if an allergy was reported and 0.29 points if a muscle strain was reported. These scores correlated highly with the raw score (median r = .943; range = .935 -.946). Psychometric evaluation of the Adjusted URI Severity score showed that this composite had slightly lower measurement precision than URI Severity, but also produced slightly lower temporal stability, and substantially lower overlap with general symptoms (r = .52 versus .58 for sessions 2-4, .61 versus .75 for sessions 5-7; Table   4 ).
Adjusted URI severity was judged preferable to UKI Severity. The adjustments help rule out competing interpretations of the URI composite.
The lower correlation to General Symptom reporting reduces the likelihood that significant associations between Adjusted URI Severity and other variables will prove to be indicators of the relationship between those variables and any general tendency to report somatic symptoms in response to stress. Adjusted URI Severity also is consistent with the clinical practice of ruling out other possible types of illness when making a diagnosis of upper respiratory infection (Lowenstein & Parrino, 1987) . These gains from incorporating adjustments for allergy and musculoskeletal problems seemed adequate to offset the minor loss in measurement precision represented by the lower reliability of the Adjusted URI Severity score.
Assessment of Cumulative URI Experience. Average scores for the adjusted URI composite were computed for the early and late periods of training and for the entire course of training. These averages assessed the cumulative severity of illness and provided a reasonable indicator of individual differences in illness during basic training.
Correlations between the cumulative illness composites were comparable across the four samples, allowing for the fact that 16 significance tests will produce at least one statistically significant (p < .05) result by chance 54% of the time. Therefore, correlations were averaged across the four samples to provide an overall description of the associations (Table   5 ). 
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Eight URI symptoms adequately measured this illness in basic training.
These symptoms --fever, sore throat, dry cough, productive cough, stuffed-up nose, sneezing, hoarseness, and sinus pain --clearly involved the upper respiratory tract.
With the exception of hoarseness, these symptoms are among the most commonly reported URI symptoms in studies of recruit and civilian populations (Forsyth, et al., 193; Gwaltney, et al., 1967; Verbrugge, 1986) . The eight symptoms, therefore, are reasonably representative of common colds as they occur in a variety of settings.
Constitutional symptoms were conspicuously absent from the final URI measure. Malaise and myalgia, two symptoms commonly used in URI assessments, occurred frequently but were more likely to be associated with musculoskeletal problems than with URI in basic training. These findings should be of concern whenever young, generally healthy populations are studied, because musculoskeletal problems are the major non-URI source of illness in this age group in the general U. S. population (Verbrugge, 1986) .
Other constitutional symptoms commonly found in URI composites (e.g., anorexia, nausea) occurred infrequently and were not specifically associated with URI when they did occur. The low frequency of these symptoms was consistent with other surveys of military personnel (Forsyth, et al., 1963) .
These infrequent constitutional symptoms may indicate other, relatively infrequent, types of infection but are of limited importance for measuring URI.
Here again, the results may generalize beyond military populations, because low frequencies of gastrointestinal symptoms have been reported in surveys of civilian populations (Gwaltney, et al., 1967) .
Psychometric evaluation indicated that the eight URI symptoms defined an illness dimension, rather than a discrete class variable. Location on this dimension is measured best by average symptom severity adjusted for the presence of allergy and musculoskeletal problems. This assessment approach is consistent with recommended clinical practice and provides an index that combines satisfactory reliability with minimal overlap with general symptom reporting. Note also that the recommended scoring procedure reduces to a simple symptom severity score comparable to other URI measures in the literature whenever allergy and musculoskeletal problems are not reported.
The overlap between the proposed UPI measure and general symptom reporting was large enough to pose interpietational problems. Meehl's (1973) MAXCOV test for discrete categories was applied to determine whether URI measures should be scored to differentiate between two discrete categories of recruits, healthy and ill, or to differentiate between locations on a continuum reflecting severity of illness.
The logic of the MAXCOV test and a bootstrap procedure to test its appropriateness are described below. The bootstrap procedure then is applied to the URI data.
Conceptual Basis for the Approach
The MAXCOV procedure can be applied if there is a set of URI symptoms that are more frequent among recruits with upper respiratory infections than among those without such infections.
If the discrete category model holds, the covariance between any two symptoms in this set can be expressed as:
vhere "coy" indicates covariance, "x" and "y" indicate two distinct symptoms, "h" and "i" refer to healthy and ill categories, and "p" and "q" where k 1 is the within-group covariance and k 2 is the covariance attributable to differences in symptom reporting rates for the two categories of recruits. The (p+q) term equals 1.00, because all recruits must be either infected or healthy.
Bootstrap Test for Discrete Categories
Equation 2 leads to a bootstrap test of the hypothe.is of discrete categories based on the observation that cov(xy) will vary systematically as a function of the product "p*q" if the hypothesis is true. In particular, the covariance reaches a minimum value of k when all recruits are healthy or when all are infected, because "p*q" equals zero. The maximum value, k 1 + .25k 2 , occurs when p = q = .50.
Given symptoms that are more common among ill recruits, groups can be defined on the basis of total score on a ccmposite of those symptoms. The there were 28 such pairs.
(f) Sum the covariance estimates for each group level across all 28 symptom pairs. For example, add the estimates for the groups defined by the score "0" in each analysis.
(g) Determine whether the summed covariances produce the peaked covariance curve predicted by Meehls' (1973) model.
Application of MAXCOV to URI
The MAXCOV procedure was applied to the data from the first through fourth and the sixth sessions for each of the four samples, thereby producing 20 separate analyses. Data from the sixth session were included to have one day with a relatively low expected rate of URI as a basis for evaluating the possibility that results obtained with data from earlier sessions were biased by high base rates of illness.
Results were tabulated separately for each day in each of the four studies ( Table A-1) . This approach was adopted, because the proportion of healthy and ill recruits was likely to vary across sessions and across samples. If so, different session-study combinations would have graphs which peaked at different points. Averaging across session-sample combinations therefore could produce a misleading flat graph.
Results
The assumption of equality of the within group covariances for healthy and ill individuals was tested as the first step in the analysis. The extreme groups were compared as the best indicaturs of "pure" healthy and ill groups. The covariance was higher in the healthy group in 14 of 20 analyses (chi-square = 5.00, p < .051). Hartley's F test with an assumed max 27 degrees of freedom for each covariance estimate indicated the covariance in the healthy group was significantly (p < .05) larger in two of the 20
analyses. This many significant findings could be expected to occur 26% of the time in a series of 20 analyses. On the whole, these analyses offered no reason to reject the assumption of eqtial within group covariances.
One-way analyses of variance tested for the peaked covariance curve predicted by the MAXCOV model. The classification variable for these analyses was the total score on the symptom subsets. The dependent variable was the within-group covariance estimate derived from the bootstrap procedure for that score level.
As noted previously, there were 28 such estimates for each score level, one for each distinct subset of symptoms.
Each of the covariance estimates was treated as a separate within-cell case.
The one-way ANOVA tested for group differences, including a polynomial trend analysis to test for the presence of a peaked curve. Significant between group differences in covariance were obtained in all 20 analyses (4 groups with 5 days data for each group). The quadratic trend was significant (p < .05) in 14 of 20 cases. This finding was important, because the well-defined peak in the covariance curve predicted by the HAXCOV procedure would manifest itself empirically as a quadratic trend. However, higher order trend components were substantial and significant in 17 of 20 analyses. This finding implied that a simple single-peaked curve would not describe the functional relationship between total score and covariance (Thomas, 1972) . Direct examination of the covariances suggested that in many instances there were multiple peaks of comparable magnitude. Thus, the overall results of the analysis failed to confirm the presence of a single-peaked covariance curve, despite the significant quadratic trend.
Conclusion
The data did not fit the MAXCOV model. Insofar as this model provides an adequate test for discrete groups, the data contradicted the hypothesis that such groups existed in the population studied. Therefore, it was concluded that the symptoms defined a continuum of illness severity.
Appendix B
MEASUREMENT OF GENERAL SYMPTOM REPORTING
The measure of general symptom reporting employed in these analyses consisted of responses to symptom checklist items concerning skin irritation, vomiting, diarrhea, and trouble hearing. These four symptoms were selected from those which did not produce consistent group orderings when healthy recruits were compared to those complaining of musculoskeletal problems and colds (see Table 2 , p. 7). These symptoms were selected from among those which did not involve the respiratory system. An attempt was made to include symptoms occurring in different body sites, if not precisely in different body systems.
After selection, there was some concern that vomiting and diarrhea might represent part of a gastrointestinal infection syndrome, but the correlations between these symptoms was quite low. In fact, each of these symptoms typically correlated more strongly with either skin irritation or trouble hearing than with one another.'
The four symptoms selected clearly defined a single factor as principle components analysis showed a strong first factor in each of 16 analyses (median eigenvalue = 1.60, range = 1.26 -1.90) with no other eigenvalue as large as 1.00 in any analysis.
The average interitem correlation ranged from .08 to .30 (median = .21) with only 12 of 96 interitem correlations larger than .30.
In addition, the symptoms were relatively rare in this population as mean scores for the composite ranged from 1.13 to 1.34.
'As a check on the most important possible effect of an inappropriate selection of symptoms, a second composite, consisting of constipation, dizziness, sunburn, and skin irritation was constructed.
These symptoms were selected because they were the ones in the checklist that seemed least likely to derive directly from viral infections.
The correlation between the URI measures and this alternative composite then were computed and compared to those for the composite described above. The associations were virtually identical, so the specific composite employed probably did not substantially affect the estimates of URI-General Symptom Reporting associations. It should be noted, however, that it is very difficult to be certain that any general symptom composite does not contain indicators of viral infection. This is partly because ,'iral infections can involve nearly every body system and partly because some symptoms may arise as secondary effects of primary viral symptoms. For example, dizziness and constipation could be secondary effects of fever. The analysis findings suggested that high scores on the composite could legitimately be regarded as evidence of a general tendency to endorse symptoms. One reason was the interitem correlations generally were moderate for all pairs of items, as would be expected from the effects of a general response tendency. A second reason was that the relative rarity of these symptoms in the population made it more likely that high scores would occur only in people with a marked tendency to endorse a wide range of symptoms.
Finally, none of the symptoms had a frequent occurrence in conjunction with URI, so there was virtually no likelihood that the composite would confound two measures of the same construct.
COMPARISON OF CORRELATIONS FOR URI MEASURES FROM INITIAL AND LATER SESSIONS
The temporal pattern of URI scores was investigated because evidence from laboratory studies of viral infections suggested that the typical cold produces symptoms for one or two weeks, although some lingering colds produced symptoms for up to four weeks (Roden, 1958) . Given this evidence, valid URI measures obtained at one point in training would be expected to correlate moderately with later measures of URI.
The strength of the association should decrease over time but may last up to four weeks.
URI measures obtained at one session generally were moderately correlated with those obtained one session later and smaller correlations
were obtained for measures with longer time intervals between assessments (Table C-I) . When sessions were four weeks apart, the correlation between the earlier and later URI approximated the correlation between the earlier URI and general symptom reporting at the later point in time. This latter correlation was included as a reference point to determine the effects of general symptom reporting tendencies. Therefore, the general trends in the findings were consistent with expectations derived from laboratory studies of URI. Each correlation considered in these analyses related measures taken at one session to measures taken in later sessions. "Lag" was the difference between the session number for the later measure and the session number for the earlier measure.
For example, the correlation between measures from sessions I and 2 would have a lag of 1, the correlation between measures from 2 and 5 ."ould have a lag of 3. and so on.
Thus, longer lags imply more time bet-,.een measures with each lag increment representing approximately a 1 week interval.
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The stability coefficients for the URI score derived from data collected in the first session deviated noticeably from the general pattern.
These coefficients were substantially lower than the average lagged correlations for the later sessions and were closely comparable to the corresponding General Symptom correlations for each lag interval.
The data from the initial session were excluded from subsequent analyses, because their pattern of association to later URI measures deviated from the pattern for the later sessions. The major consideration in this decision was that the results obtained with these data would not be representative of the typical performance of the URI assessment. This decision did not represent a judgment that the initial session produced invalid data, only that it produced unrepresentative data. The first phase of the analysis produced reliability and stability estimates. Given data from three sessions and designating correlations between scores for different sessions as rij, the formulae for computing reliability (rxx) and stability from session i to session I (s ij) are: rxx (r 1 2 r 2 3 )/r 1 3 s12 = 13 /r23 s23 -r 1 3 /r 1 2
The second phase of the analyses employed corrected URI-General Symptom correlations for attenuation due to measurement error. The corrected values were the ob.erved correlations divided by the square root of the product of the estimated reliabilities (Nunnally, 1978, pp. 219-220) .
The first two phases of the analyses were conducted separately for each sample.
The third phase estimated pooled coefficients and between-sample variation in the findings. Each coefficient computed in the first two phases represented a correlation, because ieliabilirv coefficients estimate the correlation between measured and true scores (Nun,.ally, 1978 , pp.
-29-
193-203).
Hays (1963, pp. 529-533) has provided a test for the hypothesis that correlations obtained in independent samples are equal. The formula for his V statistic is:
where z. is the Fisher r-to-z transformation of the correlation for sample j, and n. is the sample size in the ith sample (Hays, 1963, p. 533) . U is the weighted average of z. for the samples involved, computed by multiplying each transformed correlation by the associated nj, then dividing by the sum of the n.. V is distributed as a chi-square with (k-l) degrees of freedom, where k is the number of correlations ccmpared.
The weighted average coefficients and associated chi-square information from the third phase are shown in Table C-1. Chi-squares have been expressed as the ratio of each chi-square to its degrees of freedom.
In related types of analyses, a ratio between 2.00 and 3.00 is generally accepted as satisfactory fit between the model and the data even when this ratio implies an overall chi-square which is, technically, statistically significant. Results. The analyses were applied to data from three sessions early in training and three late in training, excluding session I for reasons given in Appendix B. The V statistics for the reliability and stability coefficients for the URI measures frequently were well outside the recommended range for the chi-square goodness-of-fit criterion (Table D-1) .
Note, however, that the goodness-of-fit for the URI measures generally was better than the corresponding value for the General Symptom reports.
Examination of the differences between the average value and the values for individual studies showed that Study B was much more deviant than any of the remaining samples.
The overall goodness-of-fit was substantially improved by deleting Sample B, but a number of the chi-square/df ratios still were large enough to be a reason for concern for each URI measure (Table D-2) . Thus, the sample-to-sample variability was not attributable to the apparent outlier sample.
Given substantial variability across samples, a sample-by-sample comparison of the alternative URI measures was made.
In this comparison, the magnitudes of the coefficients were compared within each sample, and the results of these comparisons were aggregated across samples (Table D-3) .
The results can be summarized as follows:
Reliability: Severity > Symptoms = Adjusted Sevprity Stability: Symptoms > Severity > Adjusted Severity U-G Correlation: Severity = Symptoms > Adjusted Severity
The consistency of these pairwise comparisons across the four samples was more important than the variation in the magnitude of the associations across samples. This conclusion was reasonable, because the relative size of coefficients for different measures was the basis for comparing the measures. 
